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A Portray of the Missouri Breed  
Missouri Fox Trotting Horses 
The “comfortable” breed from the Ozark Mountains in Missouri and Arkansas is also 
called the “Cowboy Rolls Royce”. 
Missouri Fox Trotting horses are around since 150 years. The early settlers in the Ozark 
Mountains of Missouri and Arkansas, known for the rough and difficult territory, have 
bred them. The settlers needed horses there, which were easy to ride, could handle well 
steep slopes and could cover long distances with endurance and no trouble. 1821 the first 
settlers crossed the Mississippi and settled in the Ozark Mountains of Missouri. Most of 
them came from Tennessee, Kentucky or Virginia and they brought their horses from 
there. The today’s characteristic gait of the Missouri Foxtrotter suited well the difficult 
terrain and the settlers started to breed the horses with their “interrupted gait”, the Fox 
Trot. The Foxtrot was the name gave to this breed and also the characteristic. Horses of 



this breed have a natural talent for the “interrupted gait”. The Foxtrotter is a flat foot 
horse, which makes it very safe. The rider is hardly feeling any shock due to the flat and 
broken gait and therefore he still feels comfortable being in the saddle even after a long 
ride. The horses walk with the front legs and are trotting with the hind legs. This 
extremely secure gait is hardly transferring any movement to the rider and therefore 
prevents the horses from getting tired. The Missouri Foxtrotter can also go a fast and flat 
walk and a very comfortable gallop. Due to those qualities the Missouri Foxtrotter 
became the most wanted horse in the Ozarks. All those men who had to cover long 
distances such as Cowboys, Doctors, Sheriffs and tax officers have used them. Only the 
more powerful machine, the motorcar, which reached new dimensions, has relieved these 
comfortable horses. For ranch work the Missouri Foxtrotter continued to be bred. Soon 
they became the nickname “Cowboy’s Rolls Royce”. Despite of the continuous progress 
of the automobile the rangers in Missouri, the second largest cattle producer, did not want 
to renounce the help of this reliable horse because they are the optimum for the strenuous 
work with cattle.  
For the care and continued existence in 1948 the “Missouri Fox Trotting Horse Breed 
Association” was founded in Ava, Missouri. Today, as per the count of 01/2004, more 
than 80,000 Foxtrotter are registered in the US, Canada and Europe. 
Since 1959 the annual World Championship of the Missouri Foxtrotter is held in Ava.  
Every second year since 1996 there is a European Championship in different locations 
either in Germany or Austria.  
Trail- and Leisure riders riding all over the US have discovered the advantages of the 
Missouri Foxtrotter as well as the US Forest Rangers. For the Rangers who for example 
have to control the spacious National Yellowstone Park, there is no comparable other 
horse breed if called upon crossing this difficult terrain in a secure way.  
 
History of the Missouri Foxtrotter in Europe 
For the first time in 1992 the Foxtrotter have been shown at the Hypologica in Berlin and 
after that in March 1993 at the Equitana in Essen. The Queen already in the 50ths has 
imported some horses into England, it was told to be 12 Palominos. Since the Equitana 
the inventory especially in Austria and Germany has increased considerably. 
Although this breed becomes more and more popular between the Leisure riders, the 
Missouri Foxtrotter is still an exotic breed with only around 350 horses in Europe. 
Besides in Germany, Austria and Switzerland there is a small number of horses in France,  
the Czech Republic and Spain. 
The first European Championship was held from August 2 – 4, 1996 in Traunreut, 
Schloss Pertenstein. More than 40 horses from Germany, Austria and Switzerland were 
nominated. In 9 classes the horses have been shown in more than 100 different judging. 
Breeders have established themselves in Germany, Austria and Switzerland. The 
breeding horses in Europe are of excellent quality. The high transportation charges from 
the US are the reason why only the best horses are imported.    
The four tact gait makes the Foxtrotter a gaited horse. Through their talent working with 
cattle, they are also called a ranch horse. There are horses in this breed which are also 
good jumper, and some are also ridden in the dressur, others are used in front of a buggy, 
which is still the most popular transportation for the Amish. Unchallenged and not to be 
reached by any other breed is the performance of these horses in difficult terrain. To 



handle mountains in the Rocky Mountains, crossing rivers or canyons or to arrive at the 
end of endurance ride at the finish line with low pulse is part of their qualities. 
Comfortable, soft, secure and fast, hardly any other breed has those qualities. Only a 
mule is in a position to follow a Foxtrotter but not in that high speed. The strength of this 
breed is in the endurance and in country. This is the reason why today it is the horse of 
the Forrest Rangers in the US. Many leisure- and trail riders have been attracted to the 
Foxtrotter because they are easily satisfied, willing to work, very easy to handle and have 
a drive forward. Most of the Foxtrotter owners are just having fun to go on a trail with 
their horses in a secured and comfortable manner. Since 1996 the number of Foxtrotter 
owners in Europe is growing, they meet in competitions such as the European 
Championship, the German Championship and Endurance rides. In case you are 
interested in this breed, you will find more information on the Web pages. Under 
“horses” you will find the horse market and inside maybe the Foxtrotter suitable for you.  
Description of the Foxtrotter’s gaits: 

1. Canter (breeding aim) 
2. Flatfoot Walk (breeding aim) 
3. Foxtrot (breeding aim) 
4. Gallop 
5.  Running Walk 
6. Single Foot 
7. Walk 

 
1. Canter (breeding aim) 

The Canter is a three tact gait, flexible, free, relaxed and straight on both hands. The steps 
are long and step out. Not wanted are a too strongly assembled four-tact gallop, too much 
speed and excessive pumps in the movements. 

2. Flatfoot Walk (breeding aim) 
The Flatfoot Walk is a flat four tact gait in lateral foot sequence. The print of the hind 
legs should pass over the ones from the front legs.  

3. Foxtrot (breeding aim) 
The Foxtrot is a diagonal gait in four tact, it is a broken trot during which the front legs  
are touching ground just before the hind legs. The horse is walking with the front legs 
and trotting with the hind legs. The head is moving in the rhythm of the gait, the tail does 
the same.  

4. Gallop 
The stretched four-tact gallop (racing gallop) should be executed in soft flexible and 
relaxed movements.  

5. Running Walk 
It is the same foot sequence as in the Flatfoot Walk. The speed is higher and the hind 
leg's overstep is more visible.  

6. Single Foot 
It is the same foot sequence as in the Flatfoot Walk. The speed is higher and the hind 
leg's overstep is more visible. 

7. Walk 
The Walk is a natural, flat foot, four-tact gait. The horse is moving attentive and alert, it 
has a gait, which suits its exterior. 


